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Technical Note 

Bandwidth Adjustment and NFD 
Abstract: Interference between radio systems can occur whether they are operating co-frequency or non-co-frequency. This 
Technical Note looks at how to configure Visualyse Professional carriers to model co-frequency and non-co-frequency scenarios 
using the standard bandwidth overlap and net filter discrimination (NFD) techniques.

Introduction 
Three of the key parameters of a radio communication system are the: 

Ptx = transmit power 

fc = the centre frequency 

BW = bandwidth of its transmissions. 

In many cases, these three can be modelled as if the power density is constant in the frequency domain, so that the 
carrier can be represented as a rectangle, as in the figure below: 
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The carrier will have minimum and maximum frequency calculated using: 

𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑓𝑐 − 𝐵𝑊/2 

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 𝑓𝑐 + 𝐵𝑊/2 

In reality, the carrier shape is more complicated, with peak power density in the bandwidth given but some, lower, power 
outside, as in this simplified figure: 
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Similarly, the receiver characteristics could be modelled as a rectangular filter or more complicated shape similar to that 
in the figure above. 

If the simple rectangle approach is used, then if there is overlap between wanted and interfering bandwidths is described 
as co-frequency scenario. A non-co-frequency scenario is where there is no such overlap. 

This Technical Note (TN) describes how to model co-frequency and non-co-frequency interference scenario in Visualyse 
Professional using bandwidth adjustment and the net filter discrimination (NFD). 

What is the Bandwidth? 
The figure across described the width of the carrier rectangle as the “bandwidth”: what does this mean? 

The Radio Regulations in 1.153 defines the occupied bandwidth as the range at which there is 0.5% of the power above 
the highest frequency and 0.5% of the power below the lowest frequency.  

This is shown in the figure below: 
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If the occupied bandwidths overlap, then this 99% of power dominates the calculations. Note also that in most cases 
there is a sharp drop in the spectral power density at the edge of the occupied bandwidth. Hence, if there is overlap of 
the occupied bandwidths, it if is typically acceptable to model the carriers as rectangular blocks of spectrum with uniform 
spectral power density over the occupied bandwidth. This type of analysis is often called “co-frequency” analysis. 

In many systems there can be multiple of these carriers stacked on slightly different frequencies, as in the figure below: 
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This channel bandwidth is also called the necessary bandwidth or allocated bandwidth. 

In Visualyse Professional, the occupied and allocated bandwidths are specified on the Carrier object, as shown in the 
figure below: 
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Note there is an option to set the allocated bandwidth to be the same as the occupied bandwidth. There are also options 
to set the Tx and Rx spectrum masks, as described further below regarding non-co-frequency analysis. 

Co-Frequency Analysis 
In co-frequency analysis it is typically acceptable to model the carriers using just the Ptx, fc and the OBW parameters. 
For the wanted signal calculation, it is generally assumed that the transmit spectrum mask and receive filters overlap so 
that there are no additional losses (or these can be added elsewhere in the calculation). 

However, for the interfering paths, there can be differences in the interfering signal detected depending upon the degree 
of overlap between the two carriers. An example is shown in the figure below: 
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In this case the two carriers have equal bandwidth but are not operating exactly co-frequency. Therefore, only some of 
the interfering power will be detected at the receiver. The interfering signal strength will depend upon the amount of 
overlap. The overlap can be calculated using: 

𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 = max(𝑓𝑊,𝑚𝑖𝑛 , 𝑓𝐼,𝑚𝑖𝑛 , ) 

𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 = min(𝑓𝑊,𝑚𝑎𝑥 , 𝑓𝐼,𝑚𝑎𝑥 , ) 

Then the overlap: 

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝 = 𝑓𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑓𝑚𝑖𝑛 

If the spectral power density is constant, then the fraction of the total interfering power at the receiver is the ratio of this 
overlap bandwidth with the interfering bandwidth. The interfering signal therefore must be modified by the bandwidth 
adjustment factor in dB units: 

𝐴𝐵𝑊 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (
𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝

𝑂𝐵𝑊𝐼

) 

In Visualyse Professional, this adjustment factor can be enabled on the Interference Path object using the field shown 
below: 
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It can also be useful to enable the “Check overlap” field as this will slightly improve performance by not undertaking 
calculations when it is clear there is no need as there is no overlap between wanted and interfering carriers. The 
bandwidth adjustment factor can be seen in the Results or the Watch Window, as in this example: 

 

Co-frequency Multiple Carriers 
The example above described the case where there was one interfering carrier with roughly equal bandwidth with the 
victim. There can be cases where there could be large numbers of narrow-band interfering carriers in the victim 
bandwidth, as in the figure below: 
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This could be modelled in Visualyse Professional as a set of Links, each on a different frequency. However, there is 
another way, which is to define a single Link but specify that the bandwidth adjustment should be assuming there could 
be multiple interfering carriers in the victim bandwidth using the option highlighted below: 

 

In this case, the bandwidth adjustment factor will be calculated by determining how many of the interfering carriers could 
be stacked up in the wanted carrier’s bandwidth using: 

𝐴𝐵𝑊 = 10𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (
𝑂𝐵𝑊𝑊

𝐴𝐵𝑊𝐼

) 

Note that in the case of the narrow-band interferer into a wide-band victim, this factor is typically positive. 
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Non-Co-Frequency Analysis 
An interfering signal received when non-co-frequency is typically much lower than one received co-frequency. Hence in 
many cases it is only necessary to calculate the co-frequency interference. However, if the interfering and victim stations 
are located close together, then there can be the danger of interference from non-co-frequency interferers.  

For this non-co-frequency analysis, it is not sufficient to model the carriers as rectangular blocks of spectrum as there 
typically would be no overlap and hence no interference using the methods described above. 

Non-co-frequency scenarios can be modelled in a number of different ways. The simplest is to use a single number to 
calculate the interference as if they were co-frequency, but then reduce the interference with an adjustment factor. This 
could be done via measurement or via two factors: 

• ACS = adjacent channel selectivity 

• ACLR = adjacent channel leakage ratio 

Either of these factors could be used on their own, or the aggregate calculated, the adjacent channel interference ratio 
(ACIR) where (in linear or absolute): 

1

𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑟
=

1

𝑎𝑐𝑠
+

1

𝑎𝑐𝑙𝑟
 

This adjustment factor could be included in Visualyse Professional calculations using the options shown in the dialog 
below: 

 

Note: 

• Check overlap has been cleared so that Links that are not co-frequency are included 

• Bandwidth adjustment has been set to none as the other advantages field is being used instead 

• Other advantages has the ACIR in dB. 

This factor can simplify analysis but relies on a static difference in centre frequencies from the channel bandwidths 
involved. 

A more flexible approach calculates the adjustment factor by integrating the transmit spectrum mask with the receive 
filter characteristics. This is called the net filter discrimination or NFD. 
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The two masks are shown in the figure below: 
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The integration can be done using a combination of summation and integration, using terms such as: 

𝑝𝑟𝑥
𝑝𝑡𝑥

=
∫ 𝑚𝑡𝑥(𝑓)𝑚𝑟𝑥(𝑓)
𝑓=∞

𝑓=0
𝑑𝑓

∫ 𝑚𝑡𝑥(𝑓)
𝑓=∞

𝑓=0
𝑑𝑓

 

𝑎𝑀𝐼 =
∑ 𝑡𝑖𝑖

𝑎𝑡𝑥
 

𝑡𝑖 =
10

𝐴′𝑖
10

𝑄′
𝑖

(𝑒𝑄
′
𝑖𝑓𝑖+1 − 𝑒𝑄

′
𝑖𝑓𝑖) 

The key step is to define the transmit spectrum mask and receive filter mask. In Visualyse Professional this is done via 
the Carrier object’s Tx and Rx masks, as shown below: 
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The “Edit…” button allows the table to be entered as shown below: 
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Note that the mask is not assumed to be symmetric – as some are not. 

Definition of Transmit Masks  

The NFD integration is undertaken over the receive filter bandwidth. So what if there is no data in the transmit mask for 
the all differences in frequency? Visualyse Professional will use the last valid value in the table and assume it continues 
indefinitely.  

If you want there to be no power outside the frequency range in the transmit mask, then the last value should be very 
low, such as -999 dB. For the table above it could look something like this: 
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Another option could be to have a lower value, for example to reflect emissions in the spurious domain. 

To active the NFD calculation, select the following parameters in the Interference Path: 

 

Note that: 

• Check overlap has been cleared so that non-co-frequency links are included in the interference calculation 
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• The Bandwidth adjustment factor has been set to “Integrate Masks (NFD)”. 

The NFD is shown as bandwidth adjustment factor and is also visible on the Frequency View: 

 

Other Interference Path Options 
The Interference Path dialog provides additional controls that can be used for: 

• Intra-system interference 

• Including on-tune rejection for pulsed carriers 

• Calculating gain patterns using victim frequency 

• Polarisation adjustments 

If you have any questions about these fields, please contact us for more information. 
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About Transfinite 
We are one of the leading consultancy and simulation software companies in the field of radio communications. We 
develop and market the market leading Visualyse products: 

• Visualyse Professional 

• Visualyse Interplanetary 

• Visualyse GSO 

• Visualyse EPFD 

Visualyse Professional 

Our desktop study tool Visualyse Professional can be used to analyse radio systems including both terrestrial and 
satellite systems. 

Visualyse Professional can model systems such as diverse as 5G networks or mega-constellations. It includes libraries 
of gain patterns including those used by terrestrial systems (such as in Recommendations ITU-R M.2101 and F.1336), 
satellite systems (such as S.580, S.1428, S.672 and S.1558).  

It includes a wide range of propagation models including those in Recommendations ITU-R P.452, P.526, P.528, P.1546, 
P.1812, P.2001, P.2108 and P.2109. These propagation models can be enhanced by integration with terrain and land-
use databases. 

It can calculate co-frequency and non-co-frequency interference using bandwidth adjustment factors and net filter 
discriminations. The flexible interference analysis engine in Visualyse Professional allows it to under a range of 
methodologies including static, area, dynamic, Monte Carlo and combinations such as area Monte Carlo. 

Advanced features include traffic models (e.g. TDD mode used by 5G systems), tracking strategies (such as used by 
mega-constellations to route traffic), ability to correlate propagation models and define the location of mobiles / user 
terminals using a range of service areas and density models. 
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Visualyse Interplanetary 

Visualyse Interplanetary is a version of Visualyse Professional that can model systems on celestial bodies other than 
the Earth, including the Moon and Mars. 
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Visualyse GSO 

We have developed Visualyse GSO to support satellite coordination tasks, in particular for GSO satellites. It includes 
IFIC checking, detailed C/I calculations and integrates with ITU databases such as the SRS/IFIC and GIMS.  

It can be also used to identify coordination requirements of non-GSO satellites. 

 

 

Visualyse EPFD 

Our Visualyse EPFD software is the leading implementation of the algorithm in Rec. ITU-R S.1503. It has been verified 
during testing with the ITU BR and can calculate EPFD(up), EPFD(down) and EPFD(IS). It can also analyse both the 
Article 22 and Articles 9.7A and 9.7B cases.  

It is available in two versions, one the ITU’s “black-box” for pass/fail decisions and the other a product with graphical 
user interface that provides feedback on the calculation process and allows additional options to be modified. 
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Additional tools are available to assist in the generation of PFD masks. 

Training Courses 

We also provide training courses in use of our products including advanced training that can cover modelling of specific 
systems and scenarios.   

Consultancy Services 

We can provide a wide range of consultancy services using our world-leading experts and software tools to rapidly 
generate solutions, including: 

• Interference analysis and spectrum sharing studies 

• Coordination support and meeting representation 

• ITU-R and CEPT meeting representation and support 

• Strategic consultancy to achieve regulatory goals. 

Contact us 

More information about these products and services is available at our web site: 

http://www.transfinite.com 

If you have any questions or comments about this White Paper or would like more information, please do not hesitate to 
contact us at: 

 info@transfinite.com 
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